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GLENHAYES – Senior students in Wayne County’s three high schools are required to complete a Senior Quest Project as part of their graduation criteria. This entails an extensive process that includes a research paper, a hands-on project that is completed by the student, and a presentation before a panel of outside judges. Students are required to work with a mentor in the area that their project falls under and are guided through the process by their English teacher at the school as well. The Senior Quest Program in Wayne County Schools is coordinated by Vernon Shy.

Tolsia High Seniors completed their presentations before the judging panel on Thursday, December 1st, 2016. The Tolsia Senior Quest Program is under the direction of Mr. Noah Copley, English Teacher at Tolsia High. Copley feels that the Senior Quest process is invaluable for his students as they prepare to transition into the next phase of their educational or vocational experiences. Tolsia High Seniors that completed their Senior Quest Projects in the first semester presented this week, those in second semester will present in the spring.
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